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Cautions before Installation

This user manual is for AKY-V360ST. 

● Rear Camera： In the car （Without waterproof）

● Rear Camera: Outside the car (Waterproof IP67)

● Rear Camera： In the car （Without waterproof）

● Rear Camera: Outside the car (Waterproof IP67)

If you want to replace the rear camera after purchase, 
please contact the manufacturer.

(Sold separately)

(Sold separately)



This user manual is for AKY-V360ST. 

● Side Camera(Black):

● Side Camera(Silver): 

If you want to replace the rear camera after purchase, 
please contact the manufacturer.

Cautions before Installation



To prevent traffic accidents and ensure your safety, 
please make sure to observe these precautions

Warn

Caution

No

Prohibit 

Please must sure to observe precautions to avoid 
death or serious injury.

Avoid minor injuries or property damage.

Things that should never be done.

Matters that must be observed.

Warn
Must be used the specified fuse and ask 
professional technicians to replace it.

Using more than specified fuses may
cause fire, smoke or malfunction. 
For fuse replacement or repair, 
please contact customer service. 
(Fuse: 2A) 

Do not install it in a place that obstructs 
driving or poses a danger.

If installed in a place that obstructs 
driving (near the gearlever, steering 
wheel, etc.), obstructs the front/rear 
mirrors, or is dangerous to 
passengers, it may cause a traffic 
accident or injury.

Do not use bolts or nuts of vehicle safety 
parts for installation.

Installation using bolts and nuts for 
vehicle safety components (such as 
steering gear and brakes) may cause 
accidents.

Drivers should not operate or look at the 
screen/display while driving.

Operating or viewing images or 
display screens while the vehicle is in 
motion may cause a traffic accident 
by not paying attention to the road 
ahead. Please stop in a safe place 
and pull the side brakes.

After installation and wiring, please make 
sure that the electrical components of the 
car are working properly.

When the car's electrical components 
(brake, lights, horn, signals etc.) do 
not work properly, it may cause a fire, 
electric shock or accident.

The arrangement of wires should not affect 
driving or getting on and off the vehicle.

Wires should be arranged so that they 
do not wrap around the steering wheel, 
gearshift lever, brake pedal, foot pedal, 
etc. and are kept together or secured. 
Failure to do so may result in an 
accident or injury.

Safety precautions (Be sure to comply)

Warn

Caution

No

Prohibit 

Please must sure to observe precautions to avoid 
death or serious injury.

Avoid minor injuries or property damage.

Things that should never be done.

Matters that must be observed.

Warn
Must be used the specified fuse and ask 
professional technicians to replace it.

Using more than specified fuses may
cause fire, smoke or malfunction. 
For fuse replacement or repair, 
please contact customer service. 
(Fuse: 2A) 

Do not install it in a place that obstructs 
driving or poses a danger.

If installed in a place that obstructs 
driving (near the gearlever, steering 
wheel, etc.), obstructs the front/rear 
mirrors, or is dangerous to 
passengers, it may cause a traffic 
accident or injury.

Do not use bolts or nuts of vehicle safety 
parts for installation.

Installation using bolts and nuts for 
vehicle safety components (such as 
steering gear and brakes) may cause 
accidents.

Drivers should not operate or look at the 
screen/display while driving.

Operating or viewing images or 
display screens while the vehicle is in 
motion may cause a traffic accident 
by not paying attention to the road 
ahead. Please stop in a safe place 
and pull the side brakes.

After installation and wiring, please make 
sure that the electrical components of the 
car are working properly.

When the car's electrical components 
(brake, lights, horn, signals etc.) do 
not work properly, it may cause a fire, 
electric shock or accident.

The arrangement of wires should not affect 
driving or getting on and off the vehicle.

Wires should be arranged so that they 
do not wrap around the steering wheel, 
gearshift lever, brake pedal, foot pedal, 
etc. and are kept together or secured. 
Failure to do so may result in an 
accident or injury.
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Safety precautions (Be sure to comply)
Check the location of the car's pipes, 
water tanks and wires before installation.

When drilling holes in the car to install 
the product, make sure the product 
does not come in contact with pipes, 
water tanks or electrical wires. At the 
same time, take measures to prevent 
parts from rusting and flooding. 
Otherwise, it may result in fire, electric 
shock or accident.

Suitable for DC12/24V vehicles.

This product is only suitable for 
DC12/24V vehicles.  It cannot be 
used for cars other than the above. 
Otherwise, it may cause fire or 
malfunction.

Do not use the product in a faulty or 
abnormal condition.

Do not use the product in the presence 
of smoke or peculiar smell, which may 
lead to fire.
● Stop using the product immediately 
and consult customer service.

Do not disassemble or modify.
There are high-voltage components 
inside, which may cause fire or electric 
shock.
●Professional engineers conduct 
internal inspections, adjustments and 
maintenance.

Do not put small parts where children can
 reach them.

Children may accidentally swallow 
small parts. If already swallowed, 
consult a doctor immediately. 

Do not allow water or foreign objects to 
enter the inside of the device.

If metal or flammable materials enter 
the inside of the device, it will not only 
malfunction, but also generate heat 
due to short-circuit or poor insulation, 
which may cause fire, smoke, or 
electric shock. Please be careful not 
to spill the drink on it.

Wiring and installation/removal should be 
done by professional technicians.

Wiring and installation / removal 
require professional skills and 
experience.

Do not use it for any other purpose 
except for vehicle use.

If it is used for non-vehicle purposes 
(for example, recreational boats or 
outdoors), it may cause smoke, fire, 
electric shock, injury or malfunction.

Do not give this product a strong shock.

Dropping, hitting, or impacting the 
device in other ways may cause 
malfunction or fire.

Please make sure to make the specified 
parts.

The use of non-designated parts may 
damage the inside of the equipment, 
and improper installation may cause 
equipment failure or cause accidents 
and fires.
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Safety precautions (Be sure to comply)

Do not install this product or expose it to 
high temperatures.

If it is exposed to direct sunlight or 
hot air, it can cause the internal 
temperature to rise, causing a fire 
or malfunction.

Do not install the product where it will be 
exposed to water, humidity, dust or oily 
smoke.

If it gets wet with water due to rain or 
car washing, or moisture, dust, oily 
smoke, etc. enter the inside of the 
device, it may cause smoke, fire, 
electric shock, injury or malfunction.

Do not install the product in a place with a 
lot of vibration or in an unstable place.

If the product is installed on a surface 
with a large curvature, the product 
may fall off or fall during driving, 
resulting in an accident or injury.

Do not touch, otherwise it may cause 
electric shock.

When thunder or lightning occurs, do 
not touch the car cigarette lighter. It 
may cause electric shock.

This system has its limitations.
The camera function of this product 
does not completely cover the blind 
area. When reversing, be sure to 
check the safety behind and around.
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Precautions for use (Be sure to comply)
●We are not responsible for traffic accidents or violations that occur while using this 
  machine. Please drive safely.
●This unit does not guarantee that images will be recorded under all conditions.
●We are not responsible for any damage or damage caused by the recorded video 
  or data.
●This machine does not guarantee its validity as evidence of an accident.
●The company does not assume any responsibility for damage to the vehicle during 
  the installation of this machine or malfunctions and accidents caused by the 
  on-board products.

Caution

During the installation process, please 
turn off Attentive.

Please make sure to install this 
product with the engine turned off. 
Installing equipment while the 
engine is on may cause electric 
shock and malfunction.

Keep away from magnetic objects.

Do not place any magnetic objects 
near this product. Doing so may 
cause the equipment to malfunction 
or break down.

The image quality may be degraded.

When entering or leaving the tunnel, 
under conditions such as sudden 
brightness changes, strong 
backlighting, or at night when there 
is no light source, the recording 
quality may decrease.

Clean the surface of the windshield and 
rear glass of the vehicle and the lens of 
the device.

Reflection and refraction caused by 
dust or foreign objects may hinder 
clear recording.

The color of the traffic light may not be 
recognized.

When using LED traffic lights, the 
screen may flicker. In addition, the 
color may not be recognized.

Please be careful not to exceed the 
storage capacity of the card.

Videos recorded via emergency 
recording will not be covered. If the 
number of files increases, the 
storage capacity of the card may be 
exceeded and recording may not be 
possible; delete the files if necessary.

●We are not responsible for traffic accidents or violations that occur while using this 
  machine. Please drive safely.
●This unit does not guarantee that images will be recorded under all conditions.
●We are not responsible for any damage or damage caused by the recorded video 
  or data.
●This machine does not guarantee its validity as evidence of an accident.
●The company does not assume any responsibility for damage to the vehicle during 
  the installation of this machine or malfunctions and accidents caused by the 
  on-board products.

Caution

During the installation process, please 
turn off Attentive.

Please make sure to install this 
product with the engine turned off. 
Installing equipment while the 
engine is on may cause electric 
shock and malfunction.

Keep away from magnetic objects.

Do not place any magnetic objects 
near this product. Doing so may 
cause the equipment to malfunction 
or break down.

The image quality may be degraded.

When entering or leaving the tunnel, 
under conditions such as sudden 
brightness changes, strong 
backlighting, or at night when there 
is no light source, the recording 
quality may decrease.

Clean the surface of the windshield and 
rear glass of the vehicle and the lens of 
the device.

Reflection and refraction caused by 
dust or foreign objects may hinder 
clear recording.

The color of the traffic light may not be 
recognized.

When using LED traffic lights, the 
screen may flicker. In addition, the 
color may not be recognized.

Please be careful not to exceed the 
storage capacity of the card.

Videos recorded via emergency 
recording will not be covered. If the 
number of files increases, the 
storage capacity of the card may be 
exceeded and recording may not be 
possible; delete the files if necessary.
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GPS Receiver

•Rear Camera(Without Waterproof)

•Rear Camera(Waterproof)

Mirror Dash Camera

What’s in the Box

Clean Cloth

Main Unit & Accessories 

Car Charger

MicroSD Memory Card

User Manual & Warranty

Rear Camera

Rubber Mounting Strap

Pull back bracket

Rear camera connection cable

Rear camera connection cable

Rear camera & bracket 

Optional Parts
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 •Side Camera (Black)

 •Side Camera (Silver)

What’s in the Box
Optional Parts
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Rear Camera

⑦

⑥
③ ④ ⑤

① ②

⑧
⑨

⑩

⑪

⑮

⑭

⑫

⑬

⑮
⑭

Product Overview 
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① USB Charging Port
　   Connect the cigar adapter.

② MicroSD Card Slot
     Insert the microSD card.
        ※Be careful not to insert or remove it with excessive force.
        ※If it is difficult to insert the microSD card, remove it once, check the 
             orientation of the microSD card, and then insert it again vertically or 
             horizontally.

③ Vent & Heat Sink
        Do not block the vents or heat sink of the equipment, or the heat may be trapped 
        inside the equipment and cause a fire or malfunction.

④ AV IN (For Rear Camera)
　 Connect the rear camera cable to the front camera (main unit).

⑤ GPS Port
    Connect the GPS Receiver.

⑥ Fasteners

⑦ LCD Display Screen
　 Note: A protective film is attached at the time of shipment from 
      the factory. Please remove it before use.

⑧ Speaker

 8
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⑨ Vent & Heat Sink
    Do not block the vents or heat sink of the equipment, or the heat may be trapped 
       inside the equipment and cause a fire or malfunction.

⑩ Front Len
     Note: A protective film is attached at the time of shipment from the factory. 
        Please remove it before use.

⑪ Microphone
　 Record the audio.

⑫ Power Button
　 You can turn on/off the power or turn off the screen (show / hide the screen).
        Longer Press: Power on/off.
        Shorter Press: Screen on/off (When the power is turned on).

⑬ Reset Button
　 If the machine stops working or if it goes into an unexpected 
       operating state, press the reset button.

⑭ Rear Camera Len
　 Note: A protective film is attached at the time of shipment from the factory. 
        Please remove it before use.

⑮ Rear Camera's Connection Port. 
     Used to connect the rear camera to the front camera.　　
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Installation Instructions

Host Mounting

Use a fixed sliding arm and a fixed strap to install the machine on the original rearview mirror of the car.
※During installation, in order not to impose a strong load on the rear-view mirror in the car, please 
     fix the machine and the rear-view mirror firmly together.Please support while installing.
※When installing the sliding arm, do not forcefully pull the robotic arm.

<Mounting Method>：
1.The fixed sliding arm hooks the upper part of the rear view mirror, and at the same time pulls the 
    body downward to clamp the rear view mirror. (Pic 1)
2.Use the same method to install the other side and adjust the position of the machine.
3.After clamping the rearview mirror in the car, pull the fixing strap onto the hook of the sliding 
   arm.(Pic 2)
4.According to the state of the rearview mirror after installation, move the front camera lens back
   and forth to adjust.
※Do not touch the lens part.
5.Put the original mirror and the machine together, and make sure that the machine is installed 
    in place.(Pic 3)

Pic 1 Pic 2 Pic 3

Mounting strap

Host installation image



Rear Camera Mouting (Without Waterproof)

Installation Instructions

<Mounting Method>
1.Determine the installation position of the rear camera, and stick the rear camera
   bracket on the rear glass.
※Wipe off the oil and dirt on the sticking surface, and after it is fully dried, stick it firmly on the rear glass with double-sided 
    tape. In order to improve the adhesion, after the rear camera body is installed, it is recommended to leave it for 24 hours.

Rear Camera

The rear camera bracket comes from the rear 
camera body and can be removed by sliding.

Tear off the sticky cloth.

Stick it firmly on the back glass.

2.Mount the rear camera on the bracket.

Hold up the rear camera and slide it to install.

The angle of the rear camera can be
 adjusted by rotating.
※Be sure to adjust while supporting 
     the bracket part.
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Rear Camera Mounting （Without Waterproof）

Installation Instructions

3.Route the rear camera cable to the rear window.

In the illustration on the left, the underside of the car is wired, 
but this depends on the type of car.

At this time, the cable of the rear camera must pass through the
upper part of the car (U-shaped roof, inner lining, etc.).

4.Connect the rear camera connection cable to the USB port of the rear camera body.

USB port (rear camera cable interface)

Paste it on the top of the rear window and adjust the angle to 
record the best video.

※When adjusting the camera angle, please adjust while 
    supporting the camera body.

(If it is forced to rotate, it may cause separation from the bracket.)
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Rear Camera Mounting （Without Waterproof）

Installation completed image

Installation Instructions

5.Please slowly open and close the back door and trunk to ensure that the wires 
   are not pinched.
※If moisture or water enters the inside of the rear camera or the cable, it will cause damage to the 
     rear camera or the cable.
※Please install it while checking the actual image.
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Installation Instructions

Since the rear camera is waterproof, it can be installed inside or outside the car.

〈Installation Position〉:

〈When installing in the car：〉

Nearby the license plate

1. Install the rear camera bracket.

2. Remove the adhesive sticker of the rear camera bracket 

and install it to the rear windshield. (Pic 2)

Picture�

Rear Camera Mounting （Waterproof）

Installation completed image

Picture �

Installation completed image

〈When installing outside the car：〉

1. Remove the rear camera bracket.

2. Use the screws to install the rear camera 

nearby the license plate. （Pic 1)

↑ ↑

Remove the bracket

Screw Fixing Screw Fixing

Adhesive Sticker

Rear windshield
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〈Installation Method〉

Pic1 Pic 2 Pic 3

図4

Inside the car (windshield)Left door mirror

Installation Instructions

Side camera ① Installation method

The side camera has the world standard P65 waterproof performance,
not only waterproof, but also sand-proof
And to prevent dust from entering the interior.

1.Please wipe the bottom of the car's rearview mirror with a cleaning cloth.

2.Before installing the camera on the door mirror, temporarily install it on the door 

   mirror. While viewing the monitor screen, adjust the position, brightness and angle

   of the camera.

※Rotation of the lens is prohibited. Please adjust gently up, down, left, and right.

3.Tear off the double-sided tape and stick it on the bottom.(Pic 1)

4.On the LCD monitor, adjust the viewable area (vertical angle) of the camera.

5.Use a rubber hose with double-sided tape to fix the wires.(Pic 3)

6.Use automobile rubber seals to organize redundant wiring.(Pic 4)

No rotation! !

Pic 4

Installation position of side camera ①

※Regarding the installation position：when installing on the left door mirror, it is recommended to
    install the left part of the door mirror.The lens is also recommended to face to the left.

15
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〈Installation Method〉

Pic1 Pic 2

Side camera ② Installation method

Installation position of side camera ②

Installation Instructions

The side camera has the world standard P65 waterproof performance, not only waterproof, but also 
sand-proof. And to prevent dust from entering the interior.

1.Please wipe the body on the left side of the car with a cleaning cloth.

2.Before attaching the camera to the door mirror, we first install it on the car. Please 

   adjust the camera position while watching the dash cam screen.

3.Tear off the double-sided tape of the camera and stick it on the left body.

4.Adjust the viewing area (vertical angle) of the camera on the LCD monitor.

5.Please use double-sided tape to fix the wiring.

6.Use automobile rubber seals to organize redundant wiring.

Left Side

16
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❶❷

❸

❹

❺本体❶
❷

❸

❹❺

❶

❷

❸

❹本体

❶ ❷

❸ ❹
Side camera①

Side camera②

Installation diagram

Installed on the left
Installed on the right

Installed on the left
Installed on the right

Installation Instructions

※Please install in the order indicated.
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Installation Instructions

Hardwiring Kits Installation method

NOTE: Make sure the engine is off and accessory power is off before proceeding.

•Step 1: Locate your Fuse Box
 
Fuse boxes and fuse types vary not only between car models, but also on year
and variant.Check the Car Manual to find the fuse box location and confirm 
the fuse type.

•Step 2: Identify which fuse is ACC & Battery

①Battery Wire (YELLOW)
To identify a fuse for the battery connection, turn the ignition switch to the
lock position. Look for a fuse that is live (allows electricity to flow) even when 
the ignition switch is in the off  position. You can identify the fuse by applying 
a fuse/circuit/voltage test device when the engine is off. Place the tip of the 
tester on the exposed metal part of the fuse.

②ACC Wire (RED)
To identify a fuse for the ACC connection, turn the ignition switch to the ACC 
(Accessory) position.Look for a fuse that is live when the ignition switch is in 
the ACC position but off when the ignition switch is in the off position.

•Step 3: Locate a Ground point
To identify a suitable ground point, use circuit tester in continuity mode. 
Locate a screw with direct connection to the vehicle body and check for a 
good continuity reading between the screw and the vehicle body, this should
be < 0.1 ohm.
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Installation Instructions

Hardwiring Kits Installation method

•Step 4: Connect the fuses

①Red (ACC) accessory power supply 
— Connect to a fuse that turns on / off with the engine.

②Yellow (Battery) constant power supply 
— Connect to a fuse that is always powered, the connection must be made 
     after passing through the fuse.

③Black (Ground) connection 
— Place the spade connector under the head of a ground point screw or bolt 
     ensuring a clean electrical contact and tighten the screw to secure.

•Step 5: Test the Dash Cam
After connecting the power and ground wire connections (Red, Yellow and 
Black), plug the hardwire kit into the camera, then start the vehicle to check 
that it works. 

Note: We recommend you test that the hardwire kit and camera function correctly, 
before fully securing the cables neatly behind the vehicle trim, because it is easier 
to troubleshoot if the wires are easily accessible.

19
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Power connection
of the main body

(Yellow) Battery (B+) Wire

(Black) Ground (GND) Wire

(Red) ACC Wire



1. Pay attention to the insert direction of the MicroSD card and insert it into the slot.

MicroSD Card Slot

＜Rear View of the Main Unit＞＜Front View of the Main Unit＞

＜Rear View of the Main Unit＞＜Front View of the Main Unit＞

About MicroSD Memory Card

2.Make sure that the MicroSD card is securely inserted inside the slot.
※ Insert until you hear a click.

3.Gently apply force on the MicroSD card until it is ejected from the slot.
※Be careful not to lose it as it may pop out vigorously.

•When inserting the MicroSD card, make sure that it is oriented correctly before 
  inserting it.
•If you do not use the included MicroSD card, you may not be able to record.
•When the MicroSD card is ejected, please be careful not to lose it.
•In case of an accident, please remove the card and keep it in order not to damage 
 the recorded image data.

Caution
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Function Overview

Screen Mode

Icons

◎ Video Mode

   After powering on, the camera will enter video mode. Front and rear view will be

   shown and recorded.

◎ Mirror Mode

　You can use it as a rear-view mirror by turning off the LCD screen.

　※ If you press the power button shortly, the screen will out off but continually 

    recording.

　※ If the screen saver setting is "1 minute" or "2 minutes", the LCD screen will 

    automatically turn off after 1 minute or 2 minutes according to the setting.

　
　

① ② ③ ⑤④

① Recording: start/end of recording for optional.

② Photo： when recording videos, click this icon to save the photo.

③ File Playback: switch back to playback mode.

④ Setup: click this icon to enter setting. 

⑤ Display Mode： four display modes for optional.

⑥ Swipe left/right on the right part of the touchscreen to adjust the 

     display brightness.

⑦ Swipe upward/downward on the lift part of the touchscreen to see 

     len’s full field of view.
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Record the video from power ON to power OFF.

You can set 1 min/2 min/5 min loop recording.

When the memory card is full, the new files will cover the old one.

When the built-in G-sensor detects any collisions during continuous recording, 

it automatically starts recording a 15 seconds video clip before and after 

collisions. The video clip will be locked to keep it from being overwritten. 

● Collision Recording (G-sensor)

When a collision is detected, it will be automatically recorded.

● Manual recording

By touching the file lock icon, you can record the video so that it will not be overwritten.

Video Mode

Type of recording

Driving (Engine On) Parking (Engine Off) Re-driving(Engine On)

<Driving mode> <Driving mode><Parking monitoring mode>

Loop recording Loop recording

Emergency recording Emergency recording

 Emergency recording(manual) Emergency recording(manual)

P shock perception recording

1.Driving(Engine on)

Loop recording

Emergency recording

1 file 1 file 1 file 1 file 1 file Continue recording • • •

22

[Continuous Recording]

Continuously recorded data

[G-Sensor]
Shock recording data

Power On Power Off

Shock



Recording Mode

15s 15s 15s 15s 15s 15s 15s
continue 
recording• • •

Accident

The 15-second video up to just before the accident + the 15-second video after the
accident is detected will be saved as a 1-unit file (30 seconds in total).

Parking Mode

※A dedicated katallobar can be used to activate parking 
monitoring (OP sold separately).

Note：
① One minute after the engine is turned off, the parking 
monitoring mode starts and the system goes into sleep mode.
② When a collision is detected during parking, the parking mode 
is activated and the image is taken for about 30 seconds.

● Power Off
When the engine is stopped, the word "ByeBye" is displayed on the screen
and a sound is also heard, then the power turns off.
● Manual Operation
If you press the power button for about 3 seconds, 
the above image will be displayed.  Power off and parking monitoring 
mode for optional.

Power On/Off

r
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Display Mode

Wide Angle Mode

Front Rear Front Rear

360° Mode

RearFornt left Front right

Blind Spot Mode Multi-window mode

RearFront left Front right

Front left rear Front right rear

Side Camera & Without side camera

● By double-clicking the rear image part, the rear image is displayed in full screen.
※ The front image cannot be displayed on the full screen.
● You can rotate the angle of the front image by swiping your finger left/right, 
except wide mode. 
 

Side Camera

Side Camera

Rear Camera

Rear Camera

Side Camera Rear Camera

Side camera, rear camera, two cameras
are displayed at the same time

Side camera, rear camera.
The side camera occupies 1/3, 
the rear camera occupies 2/3
Simultaneous display.

Side Camera
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２０２００４０２_022628A.ts

２０２００４０２_022628A.jpeg

２０２００４０２_022630B.jpeg

２０２００４０２_022630A.jpeg

２０２００４０２_022628B.jpeg

２０２００４０２_022628A.jpeg

Play mode (file play/delete)

The captured moving images or still image files can be played on this machine.

File selection

•Touch the monitor screen to display the menu bar, and display the file management menu.
•Choose the type of camera to shoot (see the picture below).
•Touch the displayed file.

Front camera (video) Rear camera (video) Front camera (still image)

Video playback screen

Play previous video
Play / Pause
Play next video
Screen display/Menu display

Screen display/Menu display

Return to the previous screen 

Return to the previous screen 

Still image display screen

Show previous still image
Show next still image

List of files saved on SD card.

※You can select the file taht you want to delete.
※ If you want to delete all the files at once, format
the card.

Delete video/still image
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① The recorded videos can be played back.
② Playback of videos can be done on a computer.

        By using the dedicated software, you can view the recorded videos.
        ※ The dedicated viewer is saved on the SD card, so you can read the 
             SD card directly on the computer. The capacity of the card is smaller
             because the video is saved.
        ※ When the memory card is full, the newest footage will automatically 
             overwrite the oldest clips, but if it repeat overwriting, data residue will 
             accumulate with each overwriting and it will not even be used. 
             Therefore, it is necessary to  format the microSD card of the dash cam
             regularly.

  1）Remove the MicroSD memory card from the device. Do not remove the MicroSD memory 

      card while the device is transferring or accessing information.

  2） Insert the MicroSD memory card into an SD Card Adapter.

     ※ If the card adapter does not support microSD card, the computer cannot recognize 

          the card.

  3）On the computer, navigate to SD drive, the playback software is stored at:/exe.

      ※ You can copy the playback software into the computer.

exe⇒Dedicated playback software
video⇒ecorded file

Front camera image
Rear camera image
Photo

SOS file：
The data during G-sensor detection or manual 
operation will be saved as collision record data.

Video Playback
Video Playback

Computer Playback
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  ４）Start the dedicated playback software.

⑫ ⑬ ⑭ ⑮ ⑯ ⑰ ⑱ ⑲ ⑳ ㉑ ㉒ ㉓ ㉔ ㉕ ㉖ ㉗ ㉘ ㉙

⑨

⑩

⑧

⑦

① ②

③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

⑪

① The dedicated playback software
     “VeSeeGo”
② The location of flied storage
③ Help: Click the question mark to display the
     operation manual
④ Hide the window (minimize)
⑤ Maximum screen display
⑥ Close the window
⑦ Map/track display
⑧ Direction
⑨ G-sensor graph
⑩ Speed
⑪ Date and time
⑫ Shows/Hides playlists
⑬ Previous button: Move to the 
     previous from the current position in the
     playlist
⑭ Pause/Play
⑮ Next button: Move to the next from the 
     current position of the playlist

View Video Playlist

About 2.5 m

⑯ Stop
⑰ Current/Total play time
⑱ Front upward: Displays the front upward 
     camera image.
⑲ Left/Right direction: Displays the camera image in 
     the left/right direction.
⑳ Front downward: Displays the front downward 
     camera image.
㉑ Around mode
㉒ Four mode
㉓ Ball mode
㉔ Wide mode
　※ ⑱～㉔ only support front camera
㉕ Display adjusting: adjust the score of display
㉖ Sound control
㉗ Choose one and open quickly
㉘ Video resolution change button 
㉙ Full screen button
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Loop recording

G-sensor sensitivity

Frequency

Record audio

Rear camera

Screen saver

○１min

○LOW

○5min○2min

○HIGH○MIDDLE

○50Hz ○60Hz

○ON ○OFF

○Mirror

○OFF

○Normal

○１min ○Always○2min

● Loop recording
　 You can choose 1min/2min/5min as the continuous recording time.

● G-sensor sensitivity

　 Off / Low / Meddle / High for optional.
　 ※“Off” means the G-sensor will not start.
    In “High” mode, it is easy to detect a collision.
     In “low” mode, it is difficult to detect collision
● Frequency
　 50/60 HZ optional
● Record audio: ON/OFF for optional
　 Recording audio means when recording videos, the audio is being simultaneously 
     recorded.
● Rear camera
　 Mirror/Normal image for optional.

● Screen saver
　 Always / 1 minute /2 minutes for optional.
　 ※ In “Always” mode, the LCD screen always lit.
　 ※ After turning off, the screen will reduce power consumption, the camera still 
     work and record under the display off.
　
　
　

Setting

Menu Setting
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Language 

Sound

HUD mode

HUD speed

System

Version

○Japanese

○Low

○Chinese○English

○High○Middle

○Speed+
Direction+Date

○Speed

○km/h ○mph

○Date

AKY-V360S_V1.0 20200402

○OFF

Format Reset ２０２０－０４－０２

● Language 

　 Chinese/ Japanese/English for optional

● Sound

　 low/middle/high for optional

● HUD mode

　 Select the information displayed in the upper right corner of the LCD screen.

●HUD speed

　Km/h and mph for optional

● System

　Format the microSD card.

　※ All data will be deleted. Before formatting your microSD card, please 

    remember to backup your important data on your other devices.

　Default: Restore factory default settings.

　Date and time setting: Set the date and time.

● Version

　 Shows the product version.

　
　
　
　

Setting

Menu Setting
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Specifications

Model number/
Product name

AKY-V360ST
Smart car rearview mirror (equipped with driving recorder function)

MicroSD Card

Front Camera

Micro SD 8~128GB(※ Class10 or Higher)

360mega 1920 * 1920P
SONY IMX335
F/2.0

Rear Camera
200Mega 1080 * 1080P
SONY IMX307
F/2.5

Video file configuration 1min/2 min/5 min

Screen size 11.88 inch IPS 

Image split display Wide-angle mode / Spherical mode /Left middle right / 
Multi-window mode 

G-Sensor Support

Voice recording Front end of support

Parking monitoring Support(Requires dedicated always-powered cable)

GPS Support

Microphone Built-in high-sensitivity microphone

       Speed
Record method Continuous Recording/impact Recording/parking detection Recording/

Still image shooting

1W/8Ω ×1

File format Video: .ts Picture: .jpeg

Operating temperature 0~60℃

Working voltage DC 12/24V

※Due to product improvements, specifications are subject to change without notice.
※If you want to purchase consumables, please contact the seller.
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Specifications (Side Camera)

Type Side cam(Black) Side cam(Silver)

Picture

Resolution   2 million pixels
1920*1080P 25fps

  2 million pixels
1920*1080P 25fps

Waterproof IP65 IP65

Installation 
   position

Left rearview mirror /
Right rearview mirror /
Windshield (facing inside the car)/
Windshield (facing the front of 
the car)

Left rearview mirror /
Side of the left door

Compatible 
    models Domestic and imported cars Domestic cars

Angle adjustment Up/down/left/right fine adjustment
* Do not support rotation

Unadjustable

Normal image/
mirror switch

support not support

Cable Length (outside the car) about 2.5m
Short (for interior use) about 0.3m

About 2.5 m
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